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Problem: 

Identify a method to extract the User Account Password from a Windows Machine. 

Solution: 

In the Windows Operating System all the information (hashes) about the password is stored 

into a file that is named as SAM file (Security Account Manager). In Linux or Mac Operating 

Systems the User Account's password storage technique is different then Windows. In this 

document we only target the Windows Operating System. The data stored in this file is stored 

in hashed form. There are two types of hashes used. 

 LM Hash (LAN Manager) 

 NTLM Hash (NT LAN Manager) 

The LM Hash technique is compromised and old technique, which is not recommended today. 

While the NTLM Hash technique was introduced along with the Windows NT and still 

considered a secure technique today. 

Get Access to the SAM file: 

Windows Environment is Accessible (Machine is powered on): 

The SAM file is not available to all the users in the windows environment. To access the SAM 

file we followed the following steps. 

1.  Make a file with .bat extension. 

2. Edit it using any editor and save the following commands: 

@echo off 

reg SAVE HKLM\SAM C:\SAM 

reg SAVE HKLM\SYSTEM C:\SYSTEM 

exit 

3. Run the file "as an administrator". 

4. There will be SAM file and SYSTEM file formed in the root folder of the C: drive. 

Windows Environment is not accessible (Powered Off): 

In this case we'd have to boot the machine using a bootable CD or USB of Linux operating system. In the 

"C:" hard drive, SAM file can be found under C:\Windows\System32\config but only when the machine 

is not booted into Windows Operating System. We can use the SAM file from the above mentioned path 

to get the passwords of all the user accounts on that machine. 

  



Crack the SAM file: 

There are multiple methods to crack a sam file. One can use any password cracking tool to crack 

it. After some search through forums we find a tool named "Proactive Password Auditor", 

which was recommended by many sources. 

 

This software provides us options to crack the Password by different below mentioned techniques. We 

import/insert the SAM file and the SYSTEM file into this software and run it. 

Note: The Software may take a long time to break the password using Bruteforce Attack. We run it for 

about 6 hours and 30 minutes. 

 

There are multiple techniques to break the hash values to get the list of passwords including 

brute-force attack (using John The Ripper, Cain and Abel), Dictionary Attacks, Masking 

Technique (if we know some portion of the password), Rainbow Tables etc. 

Good Practice: 

To protect the password cracking Microsoft has introduced a tool named "SYSKEY" which adds 

another security layer by placing the enciphered copy of SAM file on the hard drive. 

Another good practice is to change the passwords after an interval of time and the passwords 

should be random (avoid dictionary words). 


